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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides a risk perception survey of utility consumers, which is used to investigate and assess
how consumers perceive threats to a utility, and also, how they would behave in reaction to a crisis in a
utility. In order to conduct our study, we have constructed a theoretical model to investigate causality
relations between the constructs of ‘recreancy’, ‘intentions’ and ‘perception’, and prepared two
questionnaires to evaluate the model. The questionnaires elaborate on two different scenarios, i.e., a
‘Water utility’ and an ‘Electricity utility’ scenario. The survey resulted in gathering 138 responses for the
scenario of ‘Water utility’ and 142 for the scenario of ‘Electricity utility’. The evaluation of responses was
performed by describing the proposed model using Structured Equation Modelling (SEM) in IBM’s SPSS
Amos 22. Subsequently, we define an agent-based model to investigate societal networks, and examine risk
perception and emergent social phenomena as the social amplification of risk and availability cascades.
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1 ABBREVIATIONS
Term
CFI
df
MD5
MPs
QC
RMSEA
SEM
SRMR
TPB

Meaning
Comparative Fit Index
Degrees of freedom
Message Digest 5
Members of Parliament
Quality Control
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation
Structured Equation Modelling
Standardised Root Mean Square Residual
Theory of Planned Behaviour

2 OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this deliverable consist of the following:
1. To study consumer responses to utility crises and to better understand utility risk in the wider
system that includes the consuming public through the investigation of how consumers perceive
threats to a utility and how they behave in reaction to a crisis in a utility.
2. To develop an agent based model capable of identifying and characterising emergent phenomena,
such as consumers’ response to degraded, disrupted or dangerous service that might either reduce
or exacerbate further development of a utility crisis.

3 INTRODUCTION
The investigation of peoples’ reactions in the case of a crisis in a utility (e.g., water, electric power, gas, etc.)
is of vital importance since it provides useful indications and input to several processes such as risk
management and decision-making. Understanding how consumers would behave in reaction to a crisis in a
utility would help to promptly identify and characterise emergent phenomena – particularly the way in
which responses to degraded, disrupted or dangerous service either reduces or exacerbates further
development of a utility crisis. The main contribution of the research work conducted in this report is to
develop and test an extension to existing theory of risk responses, and to provide an analysis of the
discursive resources people use to explain and justify such responses. Towards working on our objectives,
we focus on the examination of security incidents that may occur in the context of two different type of
utility organisations (i.e., water and electricity utility organisation) and which could serve as a basis for
further investigating the cause of some emergent social phenomena such as the social amplification of risk
and availability cascades.
Specifically, with regard to the examination of a water utility incident, we elaborate on a scenario where
the utility provider announced on its website, and by post to all households in the region, that domestic
fresh water has been contaminated with the bacterium cryptosporidium. It was stated that it is rarely fatal
and usually leaves no lasting damage to the body. Recovery is usually within 5 days. The utility has strongly
advised consumers to boil tap water before consumption. The water can be used without boiling for
washing. It has estimated the risk of anyone contracting the infection from consuming 1 litre of un-boiled
tap water at 1 in 50. And it has estimated the risk of a healthy adult who has contracted the infection dying
as being 1 in 100 000. Concerning the electricity utility incident, we considered a utility company that
issued an announcement on its website, and by post to all households in the region. The announcement
7
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reports that there has been unauthorised access to its customer database held on a remote server in
another country. It believes that the access was probably made by criminals who will sell those details to
fraudsters for the purpose of identity theft. Customer records include names, addresses, dates of birth,
dependents. For customers who pay for electricity by direct debit they also include the details of their bank
account, and for customers who pay online it includes their credit card details, both card number and
access code. The utility has not indicated how likely it is that any given customer will be a victim, but has
advised customers to alert their bank or credit company ‘if they are at all concerned’. In both scenarios, we
are interested in examining causality relations between different constructs such as ‘recreancy’, ‘intention’
and ‘perception’ of utility consumers. These constructs can provide indications for the definition of an
agent-based model. Our intention is for the latter to be in position to identify and characterise emergent
phenomena such as the aforementioned scenarios.
The remainder of this report is organised as follows: section 4 provides information with regard to the
theory of planned behaviours and elaborate on the constructs under investigation; section 5 provides
information concerning how we conducted our research, including approaches, tools and analyses; section
6 provides the description and estimations of the defined constructs in IBM’s SPSS Amos 22, as well as,
examine the level of refinement of each construct. Such a process provides also indications for the
definition of an agent-based model, intended to identify and characterise emergent phenomena, which is
conducted in section 7. Concluding remarks are presented in the last section of the report.

4 THEORY AND MODEL
The central issue of interest is the societal risk that accompanies failure in or attacks on utility systems. This
risk is strongly shaped by the nature of the public response to a utility incident. But, typically, the public get
information about risk from social testimony, not sense data. So their theories about the providers of such
information – often the organizations responsible for the risk in some way – affect how they interpret such
information and form their risk responses. Recent literature on social risk amplification (Busby & Duckett,
2012), and literature generally on ‘theory of mind’ and ‘social epistemology’ is relevant.
We are also interested in the idea of ‘recreancy’ (Freudenburg, 1993, 2003) which says that risk
responses are based on perception not just of the risk itself but also of the conduct of the organisations
responsible for it – and in particular whether they have met the responsibilities attributed to them. High
recreancy judgments might arise, for example, if a utility in a crisis fails to communicate about risk,
communicates late, communicates inadequately, or appears to communicate a biased, self-serving view.
We use these ideas to modify the classical Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), e.g., (Conner & Armitage,
1998), in which intentions arise from 1) attitudes to a behaviour – i.e., the value of its possible outcomes, 2)
social norms indicating the legitimacy of the behaviour, and 3) perceived control over achieving the
behaviour. Other papers in the risk literature using the TPB, such as in (Spence & Townsend, 2006), take
these main three constructs as unitary, although the theory says they are weighted combinations of many
specific criteria. The attitudes item in the TPB in particular looks very like a risk model (the sum of outcome
values multiplied by outcome probabilities).
The resulting model is drawn below (see Figure 1). There are several possible risk response intentions,
depending on the scenario. All are relevant to the scale of a crisis. These intentions are a function of 1) how
the underlying risk is perceived, 2) how legitimate the responses seem to be, 3) how feasible the responses
are. Perceptions of the underlying risk are based on 1) a descriptive element (expressing the scale of the
risk that is perceived), and 2) a normative element (expressing the extent of blame-worthiness or recreancy
that is perceived). Theory of mind comes into the descriptive element: a descriptive understanding of the
risk typically comes from the producer’s risk communications, and receivers have a theory about how these
communications are exaggerated or understated. The normative element is based on perceptions of
8
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carelessness and negligence, but ideas about recreancy stress the sensitivity that comes from division of
labour. The division of labour can be gauged from how difficult it is to cope with the failure of a utility, and
lacking knowledge about how such failure occurs. The legitimacy of risk responses is based on observation
of how social neighbours intended to respond. The perceived control is based on how having the capability
to respond in a particular way, and the cost of doing so.
The main problem in this model is perhaps that the descriptive component of risk perception comes
only from the utility’s communications – not from the media or from social neighbours. It is hard to include
these in a questionnaire because the respondent will have different theories-of-mind for each of them, and
it’s probably impossible to enumerate them adequately in a survey. A similar comment applies to the
normative component, which again in reality is likely to be influenced by the normative perceptions of
other social actors. It is also worth acknowledging that the TPB ‘attitudes’ component is about attitudes to
the behaviour in question – i.e., the risk response, not the risk itself. This should not be a problem because
high risk perceptions should produce strong risk response intentions (all other things – i.e., legitimacy and
control – being equal). Also, arguably, the theory-of-mind used to form a descriptive perception of a risk
also informs the normative perception: if you think someone is understating a risk this is probably bound
up with whether you think they’ve been careless in managing it. We could test for this statistically.
Now for the main analysis we need to reconsider the role of the items and incorporate multiple items
specifically. Are the multiple-item variables really a set of indicators caused by a latent variable? The
following (see Figure 2) is a putative path diagram of all measured items, depicting also the causality
relations between the examined constructs (i.e., blue frame for recreancy, green frame for intentions and
red frame for perception).

BX1: Risk communication
from service provider
AX1: Lack of understanding
about how service fails

BX2: Theory of provider’s
communication goals

AX2: Inability to
substitute for service

AY:
Potential
for
recreancy
in
service
provider

find

AX3: Lack of control over
provision of service

CX1:
Perception
of
negligence by provider
DX1:
Neighbours’
expressed intentions
EX1: Expected cost of
carrying out intentions
EX2: Capability to carry
out intentions

BY: Perception of risk
in the service

CY: Perception of
provider’s conduct

DY: Social legitimacy
of intentions

EY: Feasibility
intentions

of

Figure 1 – Causality relation between recreancy, intention and perception
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BX21:
Expectation of
under-statement
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about
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failure occurs

AX1: Lack of
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AX13: Lack of
knowledge
about
potential
consequences

AX21: Ease of
finding
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substitute
AX22: Ease of
switching
to
alternative
supplier

BX22:
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BX1:
Risk
communication
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service
provider
BX2: Theory of
provider’s
communication
goals

Neighbours’
expressed
intentions

DY1: Normality
of response
DY2:
Social
unacceptability
of response

BY: Perception
of risk in the
service

FY:
Risk
response as
intention to
forgo service
or
take
precaution or
over-consume

CX1: Perception
of negligence by
provider

FY1: Intention
to
find
a
substitute
FY2: Intention
to
draw
water/alert
financier
FY3: Intention
to boil water

CY: Perception
of
provider’s
conduct

AY: Potential
for recreancy
in
service
provider

EX1: Expected
cost of carrying
out intentions

AY1:
Concern
about
not
meeting
responsibilities
AX2: Inability
to
find
substitute for
service

DY:
Social
legitimacy of
intentions

EY: Feasibility
of intentions

AY2:
Specialisation of
provision of this
commodity

EX2: Capability
to carry out
intentions

Figure 2 – Putative path diagram of all measured items
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5 RESEARCH DESIGN
In this section, we provide information with regard to the approaches, tools and processes we used to
populate data on our theoretical model, the process of collecting data and approaches to check how they
fit on the model using Structured Equation Modelling (SEM).
This will be based on questionnaires administered to a convenience sample whose demographics can be
assessed for their representativeness. Specifically, there will be two main aspects:
•
•

A set of quantitative response items testing whether our modified TPB model fits the data;
A set of open-ended qualitative items, revealing the discursive resources people use to explain
and justify their judgments.

This resulted in the preparation of two different scenarios, each accompanied by a similar set of
questions, and to examine the reactions of consumers in the face of a safety hazard under the water
contamination scenario, and of a security hazard such as loss of personal information under the electricity
scenario. In Table 1, we list the questions that helped in the implementation of the final version of the
model (used in the main survey), based on the aforementioned scenarios.
Table 1 - Definition of variables
Variable

Item(s): Water contamination
scenario

FY: Risk response as intention FY1: How strongly would you intend
to forgo service or take to find a substitute for tap water?
precaution or over-consume
FY2: How strongly would you intend
to draw off as much water as possible
before the contamination gets worse?
FY3: How strongly would you intend
to boil tap water for consumption?

Item(s): Electricity personal data loss
scenario
FY1: How strongly would you intend to
switch to another electricity supplier?
FY2: How strongly would you intend to
follow the advice of alerting your bank or
credit card company, asking for a change
of account number?

BY: Perception of risk in the BY1: How great a risk do you think this BY1: How great a risk do you think this
service
contamination event presents?
hacking event presents?
CY: Perception of provider’s CY1: How strongly do you feel about CY1: How strongly do you feel about the
conduct
the way the provider has responded way the provider has responded to this
to this risk?
risk?
DY: Social
intentions

legitimacy

EY: Feasibility of intentions

of DY1: How normal do you think this
response would be?
DY2: Is this response socially
unacceptable in any way?

DY1: How normal do you think this
response would be?
DY2:
Is
this
response
socially
unacceptable in any way?

EY1: How feasible would it be to EY1: How feasible would it be to respond
respond like this?
like this?

BX1:Risk communication from BX11: How strong is the utility’s BX11: How strong is the utility’s warning
service provider
warning about risk?
about risk?
BX2: Theory of provider’s BX21: How strongly do you think the
communication goals
utility will understate the risk in their
communications to the public?
BX22: How strongly do you think the
utility will overstate the risk in their
communications to the public?
11

BX21: How strongly do you think the
utility will understate the risk in their
communications to the public?
BX22: How strongly do you think the
utility will overstate the risk in their
communications to the public?
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Variable

Item(s): Water contamination
scenario

AY: Potential for recreancy in AY1: How concerned are you about
service provider
the possibility the service provider has
not met their responsibilities?
AY2: How specialised is the provision
of this commodity?
AY3: How dependent are you on this
commodity?

Item(s): Electricity personal data loss
scenario
AY1: How concerned are you about the
possibility the service provider has not
met their responsibilities?
AY2: How specialised is the provision of
this commodity?
AY3: How dependent are you on this
commodity?

CX1: Perception of negligence CX11: How far do you think the utility CX11: How far do you think the utility has
by provider
has been careless or negligent or been careless or negligent or otherwise
otherwise deserving of blame?
deserving of blame?
DX1: Neighbours’ expressed DX11: How likely is that your family DX11: How likely is that your family and
intentions
and friends will make this response?
friends will make this response?
EX1: Expected cost of carrying EX11: How costly would it to you to EX11: How costly would it to you to
out intentions
respond in this way?
respond in this way?
EX2: Capability to carry out EX21: How capable would you be to EX21: How capable would you be to
intentions
respond in this way?
respond in this way?
AX1: Lack of understanding AX11: How strongly do you feel you
about how service fails
lack knowledge about how the utility
operates?
AX12: How strongly do you feel you
lack knowledge about how the failure
has happened?
AX13: How strongly do you feel you
lack knowledge about what the
consequences of failure could be?

AX11: How strongly do you feel you lack
knowledge about how the utility
operates?
AX12: How strongly do you feel you lack
knowledge about how the failure has
happened?
AX13: How strongly do you feel you lack
knowledge about what the consequences
of failure could be?

AX2:
Inability
to
substitute for service

AX21: How easily can you find a
substitute
for
this
commodity?
AX22: How easily can you switch to an
alternative supplier of this commodity?

find AX21: How easily can you find a
substitute for this commodity?
AX24: How easily can you switch to an
alternative
supplier
of
this
commodity?

AX3: Lack of control over AX31: How strongly do you feel you AX31: How strongly do you feel you lack
provision of service
lack control over the provision of this control over the provision of this service?
service?

5.1

Process of conducting the survey

For the deployment of our surveys, we combined two platforms, viz. CrowdFlower and SurveyMonkey. The
former was used for the recruitment of contributors and the latter to collect answers to our questions.
Recruiting of contributors – CrowdFlower consists of a paid crowd work platform that facilitates the
process of data collection. Although, there are several platforms that provide this type of paid services, e.g.,
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, Clickworker, CloudFactory, etc. (Vakharia & Lease, 2013), we selected to use
CrowdFlower mostly because of its Gold-based Quality Control (QC) system, its capability on requesting
contributors based on their geographic location and the incentive mechanisms in place.
Specifically, under the ‘Setting page’ on CrowdFlower, we applied the following configurations:

12
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•

Performance set to highest quality – this is a ratio between the speed of collecting data and quality
of contributors. The selection of ‘highest quality’ results in only highest-rated contributors to be
given access to our job. On CrowdFlower, contributors are getting ranked via the Gold-based QC
system, which is able to provide assurance for higher quality answers;

•

Geography settings – this is a filter applied on the platform in order to target contributors in
specific countries. In our case, we restricted contributors to 15 countries of the European Union. In
more detail, the contributors were restricted to the following (alphabetically listed) countries:
Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom. Nevertheless, the filter does not provide any
assurance with regards to the distribution of responders amongst the various countries.

Concerning the incentive mechanism in CrowdFlower – this is a paid crowd work platform; nevertheless,
apart from the incentive of contributors being paid, the use of a badge recognition system and the support
of bonus payments also helps in improving the overall quality of answers given by the contributors. Higher
grade budges provide access to better payments, and therefore, provide a clear incentive for providing
better quality responses. In our case, this is fulfilled via setting the performance level to the ‘highest
quality’.
Overall process – with regard to the process of deploying the questionnaires, these were prepared for
deployment in the SurveyMonkey platform (available in Annex I and II). The collectors in SurveyMonkey
were two Web links, i.e., one for each questionnaire. Through a set of validity controls set in CrowdFlower,
we assured both that the responders are stemming only from the CrowdFlower recruiting platform and
that each questionnaire was fully completed. These controls included a request for the contributors’
CrowdFlower identification number; for participants to click on and open the provided link to the
questionnaire; for them to copy the Message Digest (MD5) code located in the end of the questionnaire
(uniquely calculated for each of the two questionnaires) and provide it to CrowdFlower’s validation page as
a proof of a completed questionnaire. The payment of responders was done only after a successful
validation. Lastly, all contributors were allowed to participate only once in each survey, which is possible in
CrowdFlower by setting the maximum judgements per contributor equal to one.
Before the formal study, we shared the questionnaires with three utility consumers and elaborated
discussion on the clarity of the questions. After amending the questionnaire, we also conducted a pilot test
(50 responses for each questionnaire) in order to understand the difficulties in getting answers on the
defined set of questions and also to resolve potential technical issues regarding the deployment of the
survey. The final questionnaires resulted in gathering 142 responses for the scenario of ‘Electricity utility’
and 138 for the scenario of ‘Water utility’.

5.2

Analyses

The putative path model depicted in Figure 2, was evaluated using Structured Equation Modelling (SEM) in
IBM’s SPSS Amos 22. This includes the representation of the theoretical model using a number of
observable and latent variables. The former represent information that was gathered through the
questionnaires, and the latter consist of variables that are inferred from the directly measured variables. In
order to investigate individually the constructs of ‘recreancy’, ‘intentions’ and ‘perception’ from the sample
data, we split the initial model into three parts, which are indicated in Figure 2 within blue, green and red
frames, respectively. This included the examination of a set of goodness-fit indexes, which are able to
provide indications about the validity of the theoretical model being examined. Specifically, we examined
the following indexes: normed chi-square (χ2/df), RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of Approximation), CFI
(Comparative Fit Index) and SRMR (Standardised Root Mean Square Residual). A description of fit indexes
and cut-off values, what they represent and their functionality are discussed in (Hooper, Coughlan, &
Mullen, 2008; Hu & Bentler, 1999).
13
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6 RESULTS
In this section, we provide the results of our analyses, comment on them and examine a potential refined
model. Thus, we further investigate the answers from the two questionnaires in separate, which results in
the examination of six constructs in overall. The six constructs are the result of analysing the three
constructs (i.e., recreancy, intentions and perception) once per scenario. The core three constructs are
depicted in Figure 2.
In Table 2, we depict the values for the examined goodness-fit indexes. The initial model appears to
have a weak fit in overall. Only the normed chi-square appears to provide some good fit, i.e., less then 5 in
most cases; however, the problem with this fit index is that there is no common agreement on which
values indicate how good or bad a model is. Through the examination of the rest of the indexes, we identify
the initial constructs to have a low fit in most cases. Usual values for RMSEA and SRMR shall be less or
equal to 0.08, and greater or equal to 0.90 for CFI. In addition, we depict in Figures 3 to 8 the analysed
constructs including the path coefficients per se, and in Tables 3 to 8 the regression weights of the
individual causality relations.
2

Table 2 - Model fit indexes study

Scenario Construct
n
χ
Electricity utility scenario – security hazard
Recreancy
142
194.995
Intention
142
131.739
Perception
142
33.645
Water utility scenario – safety hazard
Recreancy
138
163.547
Intention
138
170.574
Perception
138
15.893

df

χ2/df

RMSEA

CFI

SRMR

42
27
3

4.643
4.879
11.215

0.161
0.166
0.269

0.588
0.477
0.334

0.1527
0.1795
0.1545

43
36
3

3.803
4.738
5.298

0.143
0.165
0.177

0.574
0.298
0.577

0.1392
0.1647
0.0922

Figure 3 – Path coefficients, electricity scenario, recreancy construct
14
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Figure 4 - Path coefficients, electricity scenario, intention construct

Figure 5 - Path coefficients, electricity scenario, perception construct

15
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Figure 6 – Path coefficients, water scenario, recreancy construct

Figure 7 - Path coefficients, water scenario, intention sub-model

16
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Figure 8 - Path coefficients, water scenario, perception construct

Table 3 - Regression weights (Electricity, Recreancy)

Estimate
AY <--- AX1
.201
AY <--- VAR_AX3
.208
AY <--- AX2
.418
VAR_AX13 <--- AX1
1.000
VAR_AX12 <--- AX1
1.253
VAR_AX11 <--- AX1
.945
VAR_AX22 <--- AX2
1.000
VAR_AX21 <--- AX2
1.170
VAR_AY3 <--- AY
1.000
VAR_AY2 <--- AY
.557
VAR_AY1 <--- AY
.664
VAR_CY <--- VAR_CX1 -.129
VAR_CY <--- AY
.352

S.E.
.134
.071
.126

C.R.
P
1.498 .134
2.938 .003
3.320 ***

.252
.182

4.981 ***
5.182 ***

.307

3.815 ***

.143
.154
.078
.131

3.894
4.308
-1.643
2.694

***
***
.100
.007

Table 4 - Regression weights (Electricity, Intention)

DY <--- VAR_DX1
FY <--- DY
FY <--- EY
FY <--- VAR_CY
FY <--- VAR_BY
VAR_DY1 <--- DY
VAR_DY2 <--- DY
VAR_FY1 <--- FY
VAR_FY2 <--- FY
VAR_EX1 <--- EY
VAR_EX2 <--- EY

Estimate
.360
.291
9.911
.083
.209
1.000
.028
1.000
1.614
1.000
9.733
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S.E.
.076
.157
26.341
.051
.075

C.R.
4.743
1.851
.376
1.604
2.787

P
***
.064
.707
.109
.005

.287

.097

.923

.512

3.153 .002

25.902 .376

.707
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Table 5 - Regression weights (Electricity, Perception)

VAR_BX22 <--- BX2
VAR_BX21 <--- BX2
VAR_BY <--- BX2
VAR_BY <--- VAR_BX1

Estimate
1.000
-.712
1.000
.238

S.E.

C.R.

P

373 -

1.909 .056

.079

3.005 .003

Table 6 - Regression weights (Water, Recreancy)

AY <--- AX1
AY <--- AX2
AY <--- VAR_AX
VAR_AX11 <--- AX1
VAR_AX12 <--- AX1
VAR_AX13 <--- AX1
VAR_AX22 <--- AX2
VAR_AX21 <--- AX2
VAR_AY1 <--- AY
VAR_AY2 <--- AY
VAR_AY3 <--- AY
VAR_CY <--- AY
VAR_CY <--- VAR_CX1

Estimate
-.034
-.188
3.216
1.000
1.056
1.359
1.000
1.000
.416
.801
1.000
.095
.070

S.E.
.130
.124
.074

C.R.
-.258
-1.513
2.921

P
.796
.130
.003

.187
.259

5.649 ***
5.255 ***

.180
.262

2.311 .021
3.051 .002

.140
.076

.673
.914

.501
.361

Table 7 - Regression weights (Water, Intention)

DY <--- VAR_DX1
EY <--- VAR_CY
FY <--- DY
FY <--- EY
FY <--- VAR_BY
VAR_DY1 <--- DY
VAR_DY2 <--- DY
VAR_FY1 <--- FY
VAR_FY2 <--- FY
VAR_FY3 <--- FY
VAR_EX1 <--- EY
VAR_EX2 <--- EY

Estimate
.451
.012
.126
4.592
-.022
1.000
.264
1.000
1.657
6.377
1.000
28.612

S.E.
.082
.105
.166
41.195
.032

C.R.
5.510
.113
.760
.111
-.690

P
***
.910
.447
.911
.490

.249

1.062 .288

2.498 .664
8.332 .765

.507
.444

254.077 .113

.910

Table 8 - Regression weights (Water, Perception)

VAR_BY <--- BX2
VAR_BY <--- VAR_BX1
VAR_BX21 <--- BX2
VAR_BX22 <--- BX2

Estimate
1.000
.362
1.000
1.000

S.E.
C.R.
P
1.079 .927 .354
.082 4.434 ***

In order to refine the model, we have to identify paths in the model that are of no significance and
remove them, i.e., retain the significant paths in the model, and re-estimate the model with that paths
dropped. This requires the examination of path coefficients and identification of paths that have a
probability of greater than 0.05. It is important to recall that the analysis of two questionnaires may result
in slightly different models, and thus, require to investigate them independently.
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With regard to the electricity utility scenario – After examining the path coefficients in the recreancy
construct (Table 3), we identify two problematic paths: AY <--- AX1 and VAR_CY <--- VAR_CX1. Dropping the
former path means that the model does not identify any causality relation between consumers’ lack of
understanding how a service fails, which consists of a relation we could omit. Furthermore, when it comes
to path: VAR_CY <--- VAR_CX1, the causality relation is related to the perception of provider’s negligence
and conduct, which it’s more difficult to drop due to its reasoning via TPB. When examining the estimates
for the intentions construct (Table 4), we identify several problematic paths, i.e., FY <--- DY, FY <--- EY, FY <-- VAR_CY, VAR_DY2 <--- DY and VAR_EX2 <--- EY. Amongst all the previous paths, we delete the VAR_DY2
<--- DY since it affects the less the foundational idea behind TPB, and we swap the causality relation
between VAR_EX1, VAR_EX2 and EY, which results in the following: EY <--- VAR_EX1 and EY <--- VAR_EX2.
Regarding the perception construct (Table 5), we consider that to be fine.
With regard to the water utility scenario – The analysis of the recreancy construct (Table 6) identifies
four problematic paths, i.e., AY <--- AX1, AY <--- AX2, VAR_CY <--- AY and VAR_CY <--- VAR_CX1. In a similar
way to the previously examined scenario, we select to drop only the first path. When it comes to the results
of the intention construct (Table 7), all paths apart from DY <--- VAR_DX1, VAR_DY1 <--- DY, VAR_FY1 <--FY and VAR_EX1 <--- EY are identified to be of no significance. After pruning several variables and causality
relations, the estimates didn’t provide a result that would indicate the significance of the hypothesised
relations. Concerning the perception construct (Table 8), we decide to leave it unmodified, mostly due to its
small size.
All path estimations and goodness-fit values of the refined models are provided in Table 9. Having a
closer look at the results of the goodness-fit indexes, we identify that the initial constructs appear to have a
better fit compared with the ‘refined’ ones.
Table 9 – Refined model fit indexes study

Scenario Construct
n
χ2
Electricity utility scenario – security hazard
Recreancy
142
135.381
Intention
142
127.791
Water utility scenario – safety hazard
Recreancy
138
110.261

df

χ2/df

RMSEA

CFI

SRMR

19
21

7.125
6.085

0.208
0.190

0.547
0.460

0.1639
0.1987

20

5.513

0.181

0.444

0.1391

7 AGENT-BASED MODEL
The basic insight behind HyRiM is that the linking of computing and utility networks creates risk. The
extension of this that is explored in this task has been the further linking with the societal network in which
organizations and people influence each other. A simple narrative is that the computing network gives
attackers access to disruption of the utility network which harms entities in the societal network. This last
network has an important role in shaping the harm that is experienced from an attack and the way it is
responded. For example, the public response to news of an attack, and news about and experience of the
consequences it has on the utility network, is influenced by social network. And the public response has an
effect on these consequences, and is often, ultimately the objective of the attack in the first place. Much of
the rest of the HyRiM project looks exclusively at the relationship between computing network and utility
network: the aim of this task has been to look at the role of the societal network (see Figure 9).
Computing
network

Facilitates attack on

Produces harm in

Utility
network

Shapes the crisis in
Figure 9 – Model of a societal network
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The societal network can be a source of both vulnerability and resilience.
•

•

It can propagate panic and unproductive anxiety about potential harm. The dissemination of anxiety
that leads to immediate over-consumption or brought-forward consumption in the expectation of a
disconnected supply is a source of vulnerability. As in bank runs, a crisis can be precipitated by such
communicated anxiety. The public can also behave in a way that causes economic failure for the utility,
for example if the public boycotts its product over the long term. It can cause social disruption if the
public lobbies for political action and political action produces new kinds of regulation;
It can also propagate information and warnings. In our use case on water contamination, the
dissemination of warnings about boiling drinking water through a social network is a source of
resilience. In some sense consumers are often part of the risk management process and have to be
recruited and informed in order to do this. The public can also provide intelligence as a distributed
anomaly detector – for example noticing failure, contamination or hostile activity in a commodity
supply at the edges of the distribution network, or noticing misconduct or negligence within a utility
organization.

The model of the societal network’s response that we develop are very simple, typically involving
consumers represented as decision makers using basic, linear models. But empirical evidence often points
towards such models as being reasonable representations of people making decisions and there are strong
arguments in favour of the power and fidelity of heuristics over analytical models (Gigerenzer, 2008).
The model is based on the basic observation that risk beliefs relevant to utility crises typically arise in
response to social testimony not sense data (Renn, 1991). Mostly consumers do not physically see or feel
the risk but rely on information about a risk coming from social sources – notably the utility organization in
direct communications, but also via people in an individual’s social network and the broadcast media. How
someone deals with social testimony is then shaped by their theories of such sources: assessing how far a
source is an outlier, assessing its past reliability, assessing its motives when communicating risk, how far it
is at odds with authoritative source and so on. Potentially there is a strategic interest in manipulating
beliefs. A utility might want the public to believe a risk is high enough to justify boiling its water; or it might
want the public to believe the risk is low enough that they will not over-consume, or write to their
Members of Parliament (MPs). The public may want the utility to believe that they believe the risk is high
enough that the utility will feel pressured into making compensation.
The model is also based on the idea of recreancy (Freudenburg, 2003): the idea that an organization’s
betrayal of trust through its conduct being an important element in ‘social risk amplification’ (Kasperson et
al., 1988). Risk responses are driven by not just be the emotion of fear and cognition about danger, but also
by the emotion of anger, and cognition about the obligations of organizations to manage risk in some way.
The model therefore shares the same basic principles as the survey. But the model has been developed in
parallel with the survey, and is intended to provide parallel insights rather than be linked directly – for
example by using the data to calibrate the model.
The use case for the model is a water contamination case. Deliberate, computer-mediated attacks on
water supplies have been documented (Abrams & Weiss, 2008) and allegedly non-deliberate contamination
of water supplies has been recently experienced in our region. The public’s decision process probably
involves a discovery process, in which a risk is discovered from information available to the actor, plus a
‘recreancy’ process in which the utility’s conduct contributes to changes in the actors’ behaviour. The first
has the risk as its object, the second has the risk-managing entity as its object. Discovery comes from
several possible sources (direct experience e.g., of contaminated water), media reporting, social interaction
and utility disclosure. The main influences on the recreancy judgment could be the voluntariness and timing
of the utility’s disclosure. Changes in consumption are a function of the perceived risk and of how easy it is
to find substitutes for the commodity in question:
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Media
reporting

Social
interaction

Direct
experience

Utility disclosure
Voluntariness
Timing

Prior beliefs

Discovery

Recreancy

Risk
perception

Substitutability

Consumption
Figure 10 – Water contamination model

In the use case above, consumers’ precautionary behaviour was also important (boiling water for
consumption). Important outcome variables will include overall levels of recreancy (indicating the political
pressure the organization is likely to experience), consumption peaks (which might overload the
organization’s capacity, especially if it is having to provide extra treatment or extra precautionary
measures), and long-term consumption losses (which would undermine its profitability). The model should
show the dynamic behaviour of such outcomes, and we should be able to say something about what such
outcomes are most sensitive to, at the different levels of model complexity.

7.1

The basic model

A consumer c ∈ C exists in a social network G, an undirected graph in which its neighbours N(c) = {n ∈ C |
(c, n) ∈ G}. It has a risk belief of intensity bc ∈ [0, 1], and an intention to take precautionary action of
strength ic ∈ [0, 1]. It preserves these between points at which it becomes active, when they are revised,
so they vary with time t. The social interactions contributing to this revision are based on each consumer’s
credibility, rc ∈ [0, 1], denoting how influential their beliefs are on their neighbours’, and each consumer’s
credulity, uc ∈ [0, 1], expressing how readily it is influenced by the producer p. Both these traits are
sampled from a two-sided power distribution and are fixed for the duration of the model. At any given time
the producer is broadcasting a level of risk, bp ∈ [0, 1], to the consumers. When c becomes active, it first
samples the beliefs of neighbouring consumers at the time of activation, t, weighting each by its credibility,

Σ

rn bn (t), and it samples the producer information weighted by its own credulity, rc bp(t). It forms a
tentative, updated belief b’c from these two sources and its own prior, such that:
n ∈ N(c)

b’c(t + 1) = [bc(t) + Σ n

∈

N(c) rn

bn (t) + rc bp(t)] / (1 + Σ n

∈

N(c)

bn (t) + rc).

When c is active, there is also some finite probability that c will directly experience the risk. This
probability is regarded as the objective risk level, h(t), which can vary over time. An experience of the risk is
equated to a unit probability. But the consumer’s risk belief is a belief in the future potential for harm, so
we form the definitive posterior risk belief as the unweighted mean of its tentative belief b’c and this
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experience. Thus bc(t + 1) = 0.5(1 + b’c(t + 1)) with probability of h(t), or bc(t + 1) = 0.5(0 + b’c(t + 1))
with probability of 1 - h(t).
The experience of risk also contributes to the belief in the producer p’s recreancy, yc ∈ [0, 1]. If the
consumer has experienced the risk and the producer’s broadcast is very low, bp < ε for ε = 0.01, then
recreancy yc(t + 1) is non-zero: otherwise it is zero. For each consumer c there is some substitutability of
the commodity in question, sc ∈ [0, 1], which is randomly endowed from a two-sided power distribution
and fixed for the model duration. When recreancy is non-zero, it is set to the inverse of the substitutability 1
- sc. This is intended to represent the idea of a vulnerability to recreancy – which for a given consumer is the
lack of substitutability for the commodity – and for recreancy being evident in misleadingly low risk
communication.
The strength of c’s intention ic depends on its updated risk belief, bc(t + 1), on the substitutability of the
commodity, sc, and on its recreancy perception, yc(t + 1). It is also depends on the legitimacy of this
intention among its neighbours, which it measures by taking the unweighted mean of their intentional
strengths,

Σ

n

∈

N(c) in

(t) / | N(c) |. Then ic(t + 1) is the unweighted mean of these four influences,

0.25[yc(t + 1) + bc(t + 1) + sc + Σ n

∈

N(c) in (t)

/ | N(c) |].

In this most basic model, the objective risk level h(t) is zero up to some time tstart when it becomes some
non-zero value, H, and reverts to zero at a later time tend. The producer is active in each period of the
model, and its decision rule is to amplify risk in its broadcast communication to the extent that it believes
the consuming population is understating the risk. Thus bp(t + 1) = zero if h is zero; but if h = H then with a

Σ

probability of H, bp(t + 1) = H + (H c C bc (t)), or with a probability of 1 – H, bp(t + 1) = bp(t) and the
risk communication remains unchanged. This means that the producer communication slightly lags changes
in the objective risk level away from or towards zero by some random number of periods, and that its
amplifying or attenuating effect is similarly slightly and randomly delayed from the point at which consumer
beliefs are sampled.

7.2

∈

Simulation results

With 100 consumers responding in a model of 1000 periods, the following traces show risk beliefs (see
Figure 12) and strength of intentions (Figure 13) against the objective risk (the first trace – Figure 11). Grey
lines show individual consumers, whereas black lines show the means across the population, and red lines
the standard deviation. The most obvious features are the delayed growth and decay in risk perception (see
Figure 12), but also the sustained variation within the population during and after the crisis (see Figure 13).

Figure 11 – Trace of objective risk
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Figure 12 – Traces of risk beliefs against objective risk

Figure 13 – Traces of strength of intentions against objective risk

CONCLUSIONS
The analyses of responses indicated that they fit our proposed model based on TPB weakly, and therefore,
this has to be seen as a first step towards understanding the utility crisis and their effect on the public
consumers. The variety in the responses also indicate the fact that it may be difficult or even hard for utility
organisations to predict the public response to a potential cyber-security crisis in the utility. Nevertheless,
despite the fact that it may be hard to predict outcomes generally, the nature of gathered responses
indicated that consumers’ behaviour will influence the risk from cyber-security attacks on utilities. They
confirm that, in order to understand utility risk, we need to investigate and understand the interaction
between the different actors (e.g., computer networks, utility networks, social networks) of a broader
ecosystem.
With regard to our agent-based model – despite it being arbitrary in certain respects – provides a way of
representing and reasoning about the importance social response in defining behaviour and thereby the
objective level of risk. The examination of the time profiles that come out of the agent-based model shows
to a utility the dynamics of the public response that they have to cope with, and specifically, the lag
between changes in the objective risk and the public response. Furthermore, the model shows the
dynamics of the range in public risk response, i.e., the way in which the utility has to cope with big
differences in public perception (e.g., completely opposite perceptions). In fact variety appears to grow
earlier in a crisis than mean risk perception.
The specific outcomes of this particular survey and this agent-based model are of less significance than
the models that underlie them. Every crisis is likely to be different in nature, and one model is very unlikely
to fit all crises. The survey and agent model therefore need to be seen as tools that should be adapted and
calibrated to explore how a specific crisis might develop, in the same way as any risk assessment tool.
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ANNEX I: WATER UTILITY SCENARIO QUESTIONNAIRE
Section 1: Information about you
Please give your age, gender, employment status and annual income by ticking one box in each
group.
Age:

□ Under 20

□ 20-30

□ 30-45

□ 45-60

Gender:

□ Male

□ Female

□
Lacking
features
decisive either
way

Employment:

□
Not
in □ School
employment or university
education
student

Annual
income:

□ None

□ Over 60

or □
Employed □
Employed □
Selfmore than 30 less than 30 employed
hours/week
hours/week

□ About 50% of □ About
the
national national
average or less average
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the □ Above the □ Above twice
national
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average
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less than twice
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national
average
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Section 2: A water utility scenario
The utility company in your region that supplies you with water and sewage services has issued an
announcement on its website, and by post to all households in the region. This states that there has
been contamination of the domestic fresh water supply with the bacterium cryptosporidium. If this
infects a human it produces symptoms of stomach cramps, nausea, fever and headaches. It is rarely
fatal and usually leaves no lasting damage to the body. Recovery is usually within 5 days. The utility
has strongly advised consumers to boil tap water before consumption. The water can be used
without boiling for washing. It has estimated the risk of anyone contracting the infection from
consuming 1 litre of unboiled tap water at 1 in 50. And it has estimated the risk of a healthy adult
who has contracted the infection dying as being 1 in 100 000.
Please rate the following on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means ‘not at all’ and 5 means ‘completely’;
and please briefly give reasons for your judgments:
1. How great a risk do you think this contamination event presents?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
2. How strongly do you feel about the way the provider has responded to this risk?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
3. How strong is the utility’s warning about risk?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
4. How strongly do you think the utility will understate the risk in their communications to the
public?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
5. How strongly do you think the utility will overstate the risk in their communications to the
public?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
6. How concerned are you about the possibility the service provider has not met their
responsibilities?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
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7. How specialised is the provision of this commodity?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
8. How dependent are you on this commodity?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
9. How far do you think the utility has been careless or negligent or otherwise deserving of
blame?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
10. How strongly would you intend to find a substitute for tap water?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
11. How strongly would you intend to draw off as much water as possible before the
contamination gets worse?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
12. How strongly would you intend to boil tap water for consumption?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
13. How normal do you think this response to the risk would be?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
14. Is this response socially unacceptable in any way?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
15. How feasible would it be to respond like this?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
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16. How likely is that your family and friends will make the same kind of response?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
17. How costly would it be to you to respond in this way?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
18. How capable would you be to respond in this way?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
19. How strongly do you feel you lack knowledge about how the utility operates?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
20. How strongly do you feel you lack knowledge about how the failure has happened?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
21. How strongly do you feel you lack knowledge about what the consequences of failure could
be?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
22. How easily can you find a substitute for this commodity?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
23. How easily can you switch to an alternative supplier of this commodity?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
24. How strongly do you feel you lack control over the provision of this service?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
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ANNEX II: ELECTRICITY UTILITY SCENARIO QUESTIONNAIRE
Section 2: An electricity utility scenario
The utility company in your region that supplies you with electricity has issued an announcement on
its website, and by post to all households in the region. This states that there has been unauthorised
access to its customer database held on a remote server in another country. It believes that the
access was probably made by criminals who will sell those details to fraudsters for the purpose of
identity theft. Customer records include names, addresses, dates of birth, dependents. For
customers who pay for electricity by direct debit they also include the details of their bank account,
and for customers who pay online it includes their credit card details, both card number and access
code. The utility has not indicated how likely it is that any given customer will be a victim, but has
advised customers to alert their bank or credit company ‘if they are at all concerned’.
Please rate the following on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means ‘not at all’ and 5 means ‘completely’;
and please briefly give reasons for your judgments:
1. How great a risk do you think this hacking event presents?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
2. How strongly do you feel about the way the provider has responded to this risk?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
3. How strong is the utility’s warning about risk?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
4. How strongly do you think the utility will understate the risk in their communications to the
public?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
5. How strongly do you think the utility will overstate the risk in their communications to the
public?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
6. How concerned are you about the possibility the service provider has not met their
responsibilities?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately
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Your reasons:
7. How specialised is the provision of this commodity?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
8. How dependent are you on this commodity?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
9. How far do you think the utility has been careless or negligent or otherwise deserving of
blame?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
10. How strongly would you intend to switch to another electricity supplier?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
11. How strongly would you intend to follow the advice of alerting your bank or credit card
company, asking for a change of account number?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
12. How normal do you think this response to the risk would be?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
13. Is this response socially unacceptable in any way?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
14. How feasible would it be to respond like this?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
15. How likely is that your family and friends will make the same kind of response?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately
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Your reasons:
16. How costly would it be to you to respond in this way?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
17. How capable would you be to respond in this way?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
18. How strongly do you feel you lack knowledge about how the utility operates?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
19. How strongly do you feel you lack knowledge about how the failure has happened?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
20. How strongly do you feel you lack knowledge about what the consequences of failure could
be?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
21. How easily can you find a substitute for this commodity?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
22. How easily can you switch to an alternative supplier of this commodity?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

□ Quite a lot

□ Completely

Your reasons:
23. How strongly do you feel you lack control over the provision of this service?
□ Not at all

□ Only a little

□ Moderately

Your reasons:
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